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PREFACE
“A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets (Stores, resources, claims and access) and activities required for a means
of living: a livelihood is sustainable which can cope with and recover from stress and shocks, maintain or enhance its
capabilities and assets, and provide sustainable livelihood opportunities for the next generation; and which contributes net
benefits to other livelihoods at the local and global levels and in short and long term while not undermining the natural
resources base”.Robert Chambers and Gordon Conway (1992)
Yuva Rural Association has been promoting the idea of sustainable livelihood as an ideal attempt to go beyond the
conventional definition and approaches to eliminate poverty, realizing the manifestation of poverty, such as low income,
vulnerability and social exclusion. It is recognized that more emphasizes on attention must be paid to various factors and
processes which either constrains or enhances poor people‟s ability to make a living in an economically, ecologically, and
socially sustainable manner. For YRA the concept of sustainable livelihood offers a more coherent and integrated
approach to poverty.
This annual report aims to give an overview of performance and prospects of YRA led programmes, projects, financials,
impacts of the organizational operations, new initiatives, futuristic organizational plans, research work and development
activities.

OUR VISION
“An empowered and capable society with all human rights; equity, peace, justice and
security; without any discrimination on the basis of caste, creed, ethnicity, religion,
gender, age and language; leading towards Sustainability”.

OUR MISSION
“YRA is committed to facilitate social transformation through the socio-economic,
empowerment of The Rural Poor by establishing their access over rights & resources that
will promote social equity, ecological balance and enable them to participate in
good and responsive governance through their Organizations and Institutions”.
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FOREWORD
The current phase of the Voluntary sector, facing
challenges of policy changes towards controlling the
sector rather regulating, shrinking development funding
support from I-NGOs, losing vision, capable and
committed human resources has also changed standpoints of the main stakeholders as our constituencies
have further tightened the situation in the year 2016-17.
Across the nation, the sector is reflecting and discussing
the strategies and way ahead to address the challenges.
Many of the smaller and grass-roots voluntary
development organizations, which could not cope-up
with these changes and challenges, are on the verge of
shutting down. This is a very difficult phase and it
seems, perhaps the sector may take some new shape in
the coming time. It is voiced that this is not the situation
only in India but across the world that gives some
alarming signs for the sector.
However, this situation compelled the sector to
interrogate and reflect internally on the strengths &
weaknesses as also to understand the threats and
opportunities in a changingthe environment. Though
there is no enabling environment for the sector and lots
of challenges to be faced, Yuva Rural Association, in
this process geared up to be updated from all angles and
could maintain the status as learning organization, hardworking, effective interventions and efficient
implementation at one level and completing all legal
compliances in proper way and in time on the other.
I am happy to present this 15th Annual Report of YRA
that gives the glimpses of our success, changes in the
lives of thousands of poor families, new models of
development for replication elsewhere and certain case
stories. This year YRA focused on the „Livelihood‟ as
the main thematic area as per the Strategic Plan 2016-20.
„The Livelihood‟ is considered from the broader
perspective that covers the end results such as quality

education, nutritious food,
better
housing
with
sanitation
and
safe
drinking water, better
health, sustainable use of
natural resources and
energy,
sustainable
agriculture, soil and water
management etc. It is part
of due diligence for YRA to see each and every
development intervention from the lenses of gender
equality, good governance and sustainable management
of all natural resources that are being strictly practised.
YRA was a very active part of the Millennium
Development Goals earlier and now we are consciously
adhering to maximum Sustainable Development Goals
endorsed by our Government.
The year 2016-17 was full of programs and projects in
the field, good financial health of YRA but we faced
problems with some of our grass-root level teams. The
level of commitment is seen very low amongst them and
even the capacity to achieve targets and putting their
efforts was low. We realized this and immediately
planned for capacity building of these teams. Staff
turnover at middle-level management is also an issue of
almost all the organization as YRA but somehow we are
cope up with these issues. The current team is trying to
build a cohesive environment. YRA Board is also very
supportive. I thank them from the core. I take this
opportunity to thank all our funders, donors, partners,
collaborators, networks and most importantly the
communities and constituencies we work with.
DattaPatil
Director General
Yuva Rural Association
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BACKGROUND- YUVA RURAL ASSOCIATION
YUVA Rural Association (YRA) is evolved out of the rural intervention initiated by YUVA- Youth for Unity and
Voluntary Action, Mumbai. YUVA initiated a process of capacity building through networking of grass-roots voluntary
development organizations in Vidarbha region in 1994 under which a Vidarbha Development Perspective Plan was
prepared and implemented for a period of 6 years thereafter. It was experienced that apart from the networking and
capacity building role, YUVA had to intervene directly on the ground and thus the rural interventions of YUVA got
started in 1998. Slowly it became the rural unit of YUVA and in the year 2002 Yuva Rural Association was registered as
anindependent organization under Society Registration Act of Madhya Pradesh.
YRA initiated direct interventions in Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra mainly in issues revolving around overall
rural development but by 2006-07 withdrew from MP and Gujarat due to lack of capable and committed local leadership.
Since 2008-09 YRA has been focusing on the Vidarbha region of Maharashtra since its inception as an independent
organization. YRA has established its own identity and credibility in the sector by experimenting and establishing
successful models of overall rural transformation including the specific needs of the tribal population with their unique
cultural and economic background. YRA‟s first Strategic Plan(SP) was developed in the year 2003. YRA intends to be a
relevant organization in the changing context by experimenting and designing new models of interventions. In the recent
years, with rapid time socio-economic changes, YRA intended to look back at the activities enumerated in the previous
strategic plan, acknowledge the successes and failures and device a new strategic plan to adapt changing context and
ensuringnewpoliciesworldwide.
Yuva Rural Association (YRA) empowers the deprived sections of rural and tribal communities through interventions in
the areas of livelihoods, gender, natural resource management (Environment) and advocacy to achieve its goals for the
betterment of the communities.YRA‟s present direct interventions are spread over 525 villages in 18 blocks of 8 districts
in Vidarbha region and Parbhani district ofMarathwada region of Maharashtra. All these interventions are to address
various issues of development, the constituency groups- small and marginal farmers, women, youth, tribal and children.
Yuva Rural Association is a registered organization under the Society Registration Act of Madhya Pradesh. Since its
inception, YRA has been demonstrating new alternatives inthesocial sector. The organization has been successful in
evolving the organizations and institutions of the constituent communities at local, district, regional and state level,
capacitating them as a process of empowerment. YRA has developed a cadre of volunteersinthestrength of the
organization for achieving various goals.

Introducing Strategic plan 2016-2020
YRA introduced its new Strategic plan in the year 2016,
aligning its interventions to the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG). Sustainable Development
Goals have set a benchmark globally on the serious
issues faced by the world. In order to decrease these
issues, every nation ought to work towards the 17 Global
goalscto make our planet a better place to dwell in.
YRA has been majorly working in the rural areas of
Vidarbha&Marathwada districts of Maharashtra since
year 2002. There is a need of making these rural
communities Self-sustainable and self-reliable in order
to bring in positive change. Keeping this as the
objective, the theme “Better Livelihood Promotion
towards
Poverty
Alleviation”
was
selected
asafocusedintervention for the period 2016-2020. The
core purpose of the strategic plan is to facilitate
empowerment of the under-developed, distressed
communities and provide them service towards their
overall development. Since Better Livelihood Promotion
towards Poverty Alleviation is a broader term, YRA has
categorized the broader theme into programs which will
ensure sustainable growth in the Rural and Tribal
communities.
The programs include sustainable agriculture through
strengthening irrigation, soil, water & forest
conservation, Small ruminants based livelihood, health
programs, quality education, sanitation and safe drinking
water, non – farm micro enterprises & Financial
inclusion.

YRA Strategic Plan 2016-2020 – Broad Programs

Agro – based Livelihood

Soil & water conservation

Use of clean & affordable energy

Bio – diversity management&
Forest conservation

Non Timber Forest Products based
income generating activities

Sanitation & safe drinking water

Quality Education

Non - farm micro enterprise

Women Empowerment

Youth Empowerment

AGRO-BASED LIVELIHOOD
We are losing our farmlands due to excessive use of
chemicals and soil erosion. The use of soil and water
should be efficiently done in order to implement good
agricultural practices. There hasbeenachange in the
methods of agriculture, the seeds used, the fertilizers
sprayed and the final good product which is appreciated
in the market. Due to heavy use of chemicals and climate
change, agriculture is becoming nearly impossible. The

primitive seeds or the traditional seeds which were used
by farmers are extinct. There is a need of preserving and
promoting such indigenous seeds which does not require
usage ofhazardous chemicals and fertilizersandalso
climate resilient. Yuva Rural Association is
implementingsustainable agriculture in Vidarbha region
of Maharashtra to help the farmers to gain more benefits
by taking up sustainable agricultural methods.

DESI COTTON INITIATIVE
Yuva Rural Association, in collaboration with Indian
Cotton Network is promoting indigenous cotton seeds
among the selected farmers in the Vidarbha region. This
is under wider paradigm of People‟s movement to
preserve India‟s traditional farming practices and
conserve the rich biodiversity of indigenous crop
varieties. The goal is to review and rejuvenate our dying
villages as cotton is the main cash crop of Vidarbha.
Desi cotton initiative is to preserve the indigenous, local
variety of cotton seeds. The initiative also aims to
promote the use of indigenous seeds to get the best
cotton quality. YRA is implementing thethirdphase this
project. This year, with help of SahajSamrudha, the
number of farmers group has been increased by 50 to

25from Washim, Amravati & Akola districts. The group
is willing to cultivate cotton with the use of indigenous
cottonseeds, preserve the seeds, multiply them and pass
it on to another group of farmers who are interested to
cultivate.
“VidarbhaDesiKapusUtpadakSangh”, a platform which
will be trying out anew variety of indigenous cotton
seeds is established with YRA‟s efforts. In the following
year, the main activity is to strengthen this producer
group by handholding 25 cotton growers and giving
continuous inputs to them.

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
YuvaRuralAssociationpromoted
integrated
natural
sustainable agriculture practices among 500 small &
marginal farmers from 16 villages in Karanja-lad block
of Washim district. This intervention has been
financially supported by Edelgive Foundation through
their CSR support.The goal of this intervention is to
strengthenagriculture-based livelihood of 500 poor
farmers towards self-sustenance through Integrated
Sustainable Agriculture Model.
The Karanja – Lad block of Washim district inhibits rain
fed land and very few farmers have access to irrigation.
None of the farmers use new techniques oftheirrigation

system. The major crops undertaken by the farmers are
Soybean and Tur. The farmers here have no guidance on
the modern sowing methods, crop selection, and seed
application of fertilizer. Very few farmers are willing to
invest in cotton, onion and oranges.
YRA‟s
interventions in these areas havehelped farmers to
understand sustainable agriculture. The farmers were
motivated to apply techniques of soil testing, land
preparation, seed selection and seed treatment in 2 acres
of everyone‟s land. The multi-cropping technique was
also introduced along with various extension activates
such as20 Rabbi demo plots (10 Gram & 10 Wheat

demos), 30 Bio-Dynamic Compost demonstrations, 30
Cow Pit Pat demonstrations, 10 demos of
Jiwamrut&Dashparni Preparations. It was alive training
for all 500 farmers onthepreparation of bio organicagro
inputs - plant protection, plant nutrition &compost by
using natural resources.Also, 04 FFS were conducted on
Rabbi Crop management which was followed by 30 PG
meetings through which the knowledge extension circle
was enlarged.

oftheexcessive crop through sustainable agriculture
practices.
The organisation also supported for the Participatory
Guarantee Scheme (PGS) for 500 farmers is Washim
under its Centre for Organic agriculture.

Farmers havebeen benefited by two ways in this project.
Firstly, each farmer has saved Rs. 10,000/- as ainput
costs and secondly theywere able to produce 20 quintals

Use of Sustainable Agriculture has saved my farmland
UttamraoSagnea 78 year old farmer from Diggi Village of Amravati says,” I have been
practicing Organic Farming since more than a decade. I grow wheat, Bengal gram,
Cotton, Pigeon pea, Green gram, Black gram in my field. Two years ago Yuva Rural
Association & Central Institute of Cotton Research provided Phule – Dhanwantari of
indigenous variety cotton seeds. Through CICR and YRA, I understood that cotton could
be cultivated cheaply & could be grown organically, therefore I volunteered for a demo
plot. I am really happy with the results”. At this age he visits his farm twice a day and
the special thing about him is that he has been maintaining rainfall record since 1998.
His crop plantation is based on the rainfall estimate of his records.

Sustainable Agriculture- a cost effective method
Yashwant Namdev Sautkar is a farmer from Kurhad Village of Karanja-lad district of Washim. He owns four acres of land and he
has been practicing Organic farming since last 1 year. Before taking up Sustainable Agriculture, he was using chemical fertilizers
and traditional methods for farming. He used to spend more money on the purchase of the fertilizers which was higher than the
money earned through farming. The major crops undertaken by the farmers in his village are Soya bean and Tur.
In March 2016, Yashwant got associated with the Organic and sustainable agriculture project of Yuva Rural Association. During
this project he was oriented by the YRA team on the benefits of organic farming. The technical experts from YRA advised him to
get the soil test done in order to know the quality of soil. From the soil testing reports he got to know that soil treatment is
necessary before taking up crop. He treated the soil with organic nutrient like compost manure, poultry manure and neem manure
to add more nutrition to the farmland. To stop the soil flow from his field he did farm banding and then started plowing the field.
During this Kharif season he used the other organic farming practices like seed treatment, mixed cropping of Mung, Udid and Tur
which gave him a good result and also extra production. In coming months he receivedprofit and was happy with the use of organic
fertilizer. A cost comparison shows that Yashwant used to spend twice the amount of organic fertilizer on Chemical fertilizers. The
chemical fertilizer costs Rs.9000 per acre whereas organic fertilizer costs Rs.3662 per acre only.

350 farmers got
linked with market
through Vidarbha
Agriculture
Producer Company
Limited

500 farmers
mobilized in
Washim
district

Orientation on
concepts &
techniques of
Sustainable
Agriculture

277 farmers
benefited by
adopting the
sustainable
agriculture
practices

Farmers
started
implementing
soil testing &
land
preparation

Sustainable
Agriculture
through
convergance

500 farmers
covered
through
various
agricultural
extension
activities

30 producer
groups have been
formed consisting
of 17 farmer
members in each
group

136 farmers
were directly
targeted and
covered under
four farmer’s
field school and
one exposure

Knowledge
extension on
PoP of crops of
pulses like
mung, udid, tur
& soybeam

Seed selection
& seed
treatment
done under
the guidance
of YRA staff

Farmers
participated in
the
preparation of
demonstrative
plots of multi
cropping

LEISA (Low External Inputs Sustainable Agriculture) India
LEISA India is a quarterly magazine on sustainable agriculture, with
Indian focus and with international perspective, produced since 1999
by AME Foundation in collaboration with ILEIA. For more than two
decades, the LEISA magazine has been recognized as one of the
primary sources of inspiration and to an extent practical knowledge
on economical agriculture by many individuals and agencies involved
in development sector as well as mainstream research and training.

Jun 2016 Edition

Dec 2016 Edition

LEISA India in Marathi is being published twice a year, from 2014
onwards by YRA. The magazine is primarily reaching out to around
1000 farmers and development workers at the grass root level. The
magazine production is being supported by AME Foundation and
MISEREOR. YRA has completed three years of publishing the
Marathi edition.
In 2016-17 LESIA was published in June and December. 1200 copies
were dispatched both times. 88% of the readers are farmers in
Maharashtra. 3% are reached to agro- academia‟s, 3% to partners
NGO who also work on agriculture and with farmers, 2% each to
research institutes, government departments and rest 2% to others.

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION
As per the World Bank‟sreport, agriculture is
India‟s largest user of water. However,
increasing competition for water between
industries, domestic use and agriculture field has
highlighted the need to plan and manage water
on a river basin and multi-sectorial basis. The
key priority is to strengthen irrigation through
modernizing irrigation and drainage departments
to integrate the participation of farmers and
other agencies in managing irrigation water.
Indian farmers are still dependent on the
Southwest monsoon in India. It is afour months
long affair from June to September. More than
75 percent of India‟s Annual rainfall occurs
during this period itself. The fate of the Kharif

crops depends on the performance of southwest
monsoon. Very few farmers take up Rabi Crops
in India as there is no watershed management or
effective irrigation system which can retain
water for Rabi season crops .Rainwater
harvesting,
watershed
management
and
strengthening irrigation system are helping
farmers to take up Rabi crops.
Under Integrated Village Development Program,
YRA conducted water& soil conservation
activitiessuchaswelldeepening,
well
rechargingand recharge pits. In total 20 families
benefited from five villages of Selu and Patri
blocks of Parbhani district.

“Now I have enough water for my field”
Jaipal Vadguji Badawak,is a farmer from Shivani village of Ramtek block, Nagpur. His mother a widow
took lot of efforts and worked hard on their 10 acres to cultivate crops heavily depending on monsoon for
irrigation. There was no alternate source of water for farming. Jaipal got 5 acres of land post his brother‟s
marriage and property separation. He is not educated enough to
find a job in nearby areas nor wants to leave his mother alone in
the village. Farming was the only option left before him. Due to
water scarcity, the crop yield was very low and it was becoming
difficult to cultivate. All the farmers of his village and including
him were not getting any work in other‟s field either. It was at
this time when Yuva Rural Association introduced PHAD
project in Shivani village and Jaipal was selected as one of the
beneficiaries. The project supported many like Jaipal to have a steady income from agriculture aided now
by regular irrigation.The crop yield has increased drastically and the profit continues.

STRENGTHENING IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Yuva Rural Association in collaboration with
EdelGive Foundation has strengthenedthe
irrigation system used bythe farmers in the
Vidarbha
region
by
providing

themwiththediversion based irrigation. Diversion
based irrigation is also popularly known as PHAD,
is a simple technique which does not require
electricity to lift water from water bodies and

therefore it is affordable to poor farmers. Through
different
departments,
Government
has
constructed Earthen Dams of Minor and Medium
irrigational projects. Under this system either
repairsorde-siltation of such damsare undertaken
for increasing its water storage capacity and
gullies or small nullahs through which the
percolated flowing water of these dams is checked
through check dam. Thus, the arrested percolated
water along with rainwater is diverted
throughthepipelines to the fields. YRA has thus
constructed 16 such PHAD irrigation systems at
twelve villages through which 480 acres of land
havebeen brought under Kharif, & few acres in
summer irrigation. PHADirrigation is generally
useful for protective irrigation of rice and other
Kharif crops such as pigeon pea, especially during
dry spells occurred intherainy season. The
expenditure to be incurred on repairing of such
government structures comes around Rs. 2.5
Lakhson an average each including pipeline. It
enables overcoming loses of water & enables extra
25% irrigation-efficient water management.
Arresting the rainwater and flowing away water
from water storage structures, using it for
agriculture irrigation through natural gravity, will
increase the yield and income of poor farmers

by more than 30%. This innovative method is
itself- Diversion based irrigation.
During this period 3 such PHAD units were
constructed in the Ramtek block of Nagpur
district. 32 farmers benefited from this project and
117 acres of land has been brought under
irrigation.
YRA conducted few awareness sessions and
training sessions for the farmers in order to
motivate themtotake up sustainable practices. total
103 farmers benefited from the awarenesssession
on the sustainable agriculture which included ten
techniques right from cropping patterns, seed
treatment, using organic pesticides and nutrition,
multi-cropping and SRI pattern of paddy. 21
farmers were benefited by a group discussion on
marketstudy,themarket value of the crops and
market linkages. A group of 38beneficiary farmers
participated
in a
training session
on
watermanagement. Farmers were alsogiven the
platform to share learning and sharing platform
through exposure visits.
In Bhuldana YRA also implemented the
construction of 10 recharge pits under its TDF
(Wadi-Project) through support of NABARD.

USE OF CLEAN & AFFORDABLE ENERGY
PROMOTION OF BIOGAS UNITS
Biogas technology, which converts the
biological waste into energy, is considered to be
an excellent tool for improving life, livelihood
and health in the developing world. The use of
clean energy is need of the hour that reduces the
pollution and carbon emission. YRA is
promoting the use of clean energy from 2015 in
7 districts of Vidarbha. During reporting period

20 such units were constructed as demonstration
in 4 districts of Vidarbha. The farmer families
are now enjoying the benefits of the biogas
plant. They are now getting organic manure for
their farms, clean fuel for cooking as well as
lightning. Cooking has now become smokeless.
YRA has up-loaded 15000 bio-gas unit PDD on

Gold Standard and is waiting for forward

purchaser.

Biogas - an efficient fuel for rural areas
Aalesur is a village in Tumsar block in Chandrapur district. Tilakram Narayan Garat, age 61 is native of
this village. He has completed his primary education and owns 6 acres of farm. His family consists of 8
members. Tilakram was identified as one of the
beneficiaries for the Climate Change Mitigation project,
through which he got a biogas unit constructed. Since he
has enough agriculture waste, manure, municipal waste
and green waste, he was shortlisted for the biogas unit
installation. In March 2017 the construction of biogas unit
was completed and he started using the biogas plant. All
the meals of the entire family iscooked on the biogas. He
says he is very thankful to YRA as all the waste is useful
in production of biogas which has saved the cost of
cooking gas and improved the health of the female
members of his family. The women in the house are no more troubled by making food on chulha.

YRA‟s Integrated Rural Development program is benefiting the farmer families in Gopegoan, Patoda,
Niwali, Walangwadi & Ambegaon Diger Villages of Parbhani district. 23 biogas units and 15
demonstrative
YRA‟s Integrated Rural Development program is benefiting the farmer families in 5 villages namely
Gopegoan, Patoda, Niwali, Walangwadi& Ambegaon Diger of Parbhani district. 23 biogas units and 15
demonstrativecompost pits have been installed in this area. The farmers and the villagers are benefited in
following ways;





The construction of 23 biogas units has resulted inareduction of CO2 emission by 100-105 ton.
2.5% households have access to biogas.
Since the sanitation units are attached to the plant, open defecation has reduced in these villages.
The risk of water-borne diseases has reduced.
Rs.10000/ households input costs have been reduced through organic manure production by 15
farmers in the project area. The beneficiaries have developed organic compost manure pits
through which they have got 40 KGs of manure which would reduce the cost of at least Rs.
4000/acre which they used to spend for using urea and DAP. They will also use the slurries as
manure developed through Biogas units.

QUALITY EDUCATION
Right to Education Act is providing free and compulsory
education to the children in India. It specifies the duties
and responsibilities of appropriate Governments, local
authority and parents in providing free and compulsory
education, and sharing of financial and other
responsibilities between the Central and State
Governments.Section 21 of the Right to Free and
Compulsory Education Act 2009 (RTE), mandates the
formation of School Management Committees (SMCs)
in all elementary government, government-aided schools
and special category schools in the country. The RTE
Act envisions an SMC as the basic unit of a
decentralized model of governance withtheactive
involvement of parents in the school‟s functioning.
Yuva Rural Association intervened in six schools of five
villages in Parbhani district for improving the quality of

education and strengthening of School Management
Committee under HDFC Bank supported Integrated
Rural Development Project (IRDP). Specially planned
learning and teaching methodologies gave tremendous
results among children.
YRA also conducted training sessions for School
Management Committees in order to explain them the
provisions under the Right to Education Act. These
SMC members were also informed about their roles and
responsibilities. In all the 5 villages the SMC members
actively participated in making the School Development
Plan which they later submitted to District Education
officer. Now the SMC members in all the 5 villages are
strengthened to make necessary changes in the schools.
They are now aware of all the mandatory facilities to be
provided in the schools.

TECHNOLOGY GAVE WONDERFUL RESULTS IN EDUCATION
The Effective Use of Technology in Education has
changed the face of education and it has created more
educational opportunities. Both teachers and students
have benefited from various educational technologies,
teachers have learned how to integrate technology into
their classrooms and students are getting more interested
in learning
with
technology.The use
of
technology ineducation has
removed
educational boundaries, both students and teachers can
collaborate in real time using advancededucational
technologies.SesameWorkshop
India
Trust
is
leadingthemovement to change the educational paradigm
through its innovative projects that put children at the
centre of development. GalliGalliSimSim is a low
resourced classroom& communities to bring children
and their caregivers‟ language & strategies that have
proven impact on their literacy, numeracy, Physical
wellbeing &social-emotional skills.“Play. Learn.
Connect” is an initiative by Sesame Workshop India

Trust with YRA in
Bhakuli, Daryapur blocks
of
Amravati
district
andJalgoan,Jamod&Nandur
a Blocks of Buldhana
district.
“Play.
Learn.
Connect” (PLC) in order to
deliver low cost, self paced,
adaptive module and web
technology applications to encourage
families
Anivir certificate
after and
of learning
communities to promote early, completion
basic and
proficient
reading skills in their mother tongue. activity
3000 children
were shortlisted in 86 villages of four blocks.The local
facilitators were equipped with tabs, facilitator‟s app and
children app with the user handbook and adequate
training to further facilitate the learning process among
selected children with their parents. In the last phase
facilitators were provided with monitoring forms using
the Commcare app that was very good tool. There were

challenges like enrolling students with limited staff and
wide area for study, downloadingtheapp in the mobile
phones as the training modules needed enough space for

installation and parents/children werenotconsistent in
using training modules.

“It was fun to learn on Mobile”
Prem was depressed and alone as his mother was no more with him. He is a 7 year old boy who
stays with his uncle and aunt at ShalgoanMukund village of Buldhana district of Maharashtra. He
was selected in the research group of GalliGalliSimSim project of YRA & Sesame Workshop
India Trust. Being an average student in studies and in pain as his mother was no more with him,
no one was able to help him. His family and teachers made lot of efforts to improve his
performance in school, but nothing was making him happy or improves his studies. When YRA
facilitator visited his family and introduced him and his uncle & aunty about the PCL activity on
mobile phone, his interest towards studies especially Mathematics and Marathi increased. The
learning module helped in learning his subject in innovative way, which he enjoyed. As his uncle
and aunty were also oriented about the modules, whenever he faced any difficulty, they helped
him. He liked studying over the phone and play with his best friend Pratiksha. His teachers also
reported change in Prem‟s performance. Prem‟s teachers recorded about the PCL activity.

NON-TIMBER FOREST PRODUCTS BASED
INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES
Non – timber forest products (NTFP) constitute an
important source of livelihood for millions of people
from forest fringe communities across the world. In
India, NTFPs are associated with socio – economic and
cultural life of forest dependent communities inhabiting
in wide ecological and socio – economic and cultural life
of forest dependent communities inhabiting in wide
ecological and geo-climatic conditions throughout the
country. It is estimated that 275 million poor rural
people in India depend on NTFPs for at least part of
their subsistence and cash livelihoods. The NTFPs also
serve as a vital livelihood safety net in times of
hardships. Furthermore, the NTFP
extraction
hasamultiplier effect in the economy by generating
employment and income in downstream processing and
trading activities. However, depletion of NTFPs
resources on account of indiscriminate exploitation,
deforestation and forest degradation have a major issue
of concern that effects the NTFP based livelihood
&economics.

Yuva Rural AssociationhasfacilitatedCommunity Forest
rights in 11 villages of Gondia and 13 villages of
Bhandara districts. Capacity building of the Gram
sabhasfor effective resource mapping, management and
livelihood plan based on the scientific results was done
in all villages. During this year, a total grant of 39 lakhs
was
sanctioned
to
village
communitiesthroughPanchayatSamiti,
MLA
fund,
AgricultureDepartment and Forest department for pond
deepening, building of drainage system, Shed building,
cement bandhara and individual wells. Many villagers
got employment on daily wage basis and Forest
department got manpower easily by employing the
villagers. Workshops on “Awareness on Forest Rights &
Acts” and “Collection of Forest products and Goods”
were conducted for the village participants in order to
work effectively and make decisions as per the rules and
regulations. Through the workshop, villagers got clarity
on their roles and responsibilities. Third major activity
which took place during this period is Tendupatta
collection and an exposure visit was organized for the

villages at Yavatmal GSMT. Work management lessons
were imparted to the villagers.
Yuva Rural Association has helped us in changing our
lives
Dalli is a small village, in Sadakarjun block of Gondia
where 355 families dwell in. 95% population is tribal. Since
2015, YRA is working for the villagers. Mass awakening of
the villagers through an awareness campaign was an
important activity of YRA, where the villagers were
educated about their rights. Formation of Forests Right
Committee to establish collective rights were the results of
the mass awakening workshops. Villagers are now aware of
their rights and their demands towards the Forest and
Agriculture department. The committee wrote a letter to
Tahsildar for demanding their rights. The application was
approved and Collective Forest management Committee
was established. Soon the Forest management plan was out.
Now, the committee is protecting and managing the forest
belt of their village. Villagers got ample employment
opportunities after formation of committee. The contractor
of the village used to charge half of the daily wage from the
villager to give them employment under MGNREGA this
practice came to an end since villagers were now aware of
their rights.

BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT &
FORESTCONSERVATION
Forests render numerous goods and services and help
maintain the earth‟s life support systems. In India,
forests play a vital role in the sustenance of about 170
million people & 250 million cattle living around 31
million hectares of forests in 170000 villages. The
productivity of forests plays a very important role in
poverty alleviation for the population that depends on
forest produce for sustenance. A tribal development
project aims at reducing migration and ensuring
comprehensive development of the Tribal. Tribal
families are struggling very hard to come out of poverty
and malnutrition in the twelve villages in JalgoanJamod
and Sangrampurtaluka of Buldhana district. Scheduled
tribes are the most marginalized section of the society
therefore to assist their socio-economic development

there is an imperative need to provide more employment
avenues and income generation opportunities. 500
farming and 50 landless families are the direct
beneficiaries of the Tribal Development Fund with
support from NABARD. The focus is given on
promoting Wadi model, soil and water conservation,
sustainable agriculture and organic farming practices,
women‟s health and community development. This is
the third year of the 7 year project. This year 354 wadis
of tribal families are developed. 15000 mango trees,
7500 sweet lime tree and 5000 lime tree have been
planted along with 2,00,000 trees of Gliricidia/
karawand/ Custard apple/ Sagargota and Hadaga planted
at the periphery. The plantation will benefit in many
ways
such
as
economically,
fodder
for

livestock,theplantation will help in preventing soil
erosion. All requisite labours for the various activities
such as preparation of plots such as digging pits, filling
pits, planting trees and annual crops, application of
fertilizers, mulching, watering, preparation of sheds and
support for plants was provided by the Wadi plot
owners. 2500 neem saplings, sweet lime sapling and
1000 Mango saplings were distributed for gap filling in
wadis and 6health check-up camps were organized in
this period. An exposure visit cum training session was
organized for a group of farmers at Karanja Lad.

concept, its benefits and its economic benefit. 50
families benefited from goatry and 30 families benefited
from poultry. All the families will benefit from all these
activities in the coming year.

Under the Micro Enterprises for landless Tribal families,
16 families were trained about the kitchen garden

TREE PLANTATION DRIVE
Treeswere planted by the youth volunteers of YRA,
through Maharashtra YuvaParishad (MYP) from
Asalgaon,Dhanora&KherdaKhurd under the plantation
drive of Maharashtra State Government for Forest
&Environment conservation in July 2016. Members of
Maharashtra YuvaParishad Participated in this program
& motivated villagers for plantation of wild fruit trees &
medicinal plants.Hrishikesh Dhole – a volunteer lead

this activity in Asalgaon& planted 400 plants.
ShobhataiHiwarkar, President, MYP branch lead this
activity in Dhanora village & planted 325 plants
&MangeshWankhede lead this activity in Kherdakhurd
village & planted 100 plants withtheactive participation
of villagers & youths. This activity supported youth to
become sensitive & responsible towards ecological
conservation.

SAFE DRINKING WATER AND SANITATION
Worldwide, over one billion people lack access to
adequate water, more than twice lack basic sanitation.
According to the World Health Organization unsafe
water, inadequate sanitation and insufficient hygiene
account for an estimated 9.1 percent of the global burden
of disease and 6.3 percent of all deaths. The World Bank
estimates that 21 percent of communicable diseases in
India is linked to unsafe water and the lack of the
hygiene practices. Further, more than 500 children under
the age of 5 die each day from diarrhoea in India alone.
Today, 1 in 9 people lack access to safe drinking water,
1 in 3 people lack access to a toilet. More people have a
mobile phone than a toilet.YRA has installed 2 RO water
plants of 1.5 hp capacity in Gopegoan and Ganakinara

village of Parbhani district under the Integrated Village
Development Program. The RO water plants have water
ATM for easy quick and friendly service.With the help
of Grampanchayatmembers, Water Management
Committee has been formed in both the villages.The
main role of this committee is to maintain the plant and
also to seeanequitable distribution of water to the
community people. The locations of both the RO water
plants are very convenient to the villagers. 516
households are getting clean and safe drinking water
from the RO water plants. The supply of clean and safe
drinking water is reducing water borne diseases and
improving the health of the villagers.

goats

RO Plant at Parbhani

IHHL unit in Parbhani

NON –FARM MICRO ENTERPRISE
Small Ruminants, especially goats and poultry farming
contributes to the livelihoods of millions of rural poor in
most of the developing countries of the Asia & Africa,
where 95% of the world‟s goat population is
concentrated and also the majority of world‟s poor
live.India has enormous and diverse animal wealth
generating livelihood opportunities for millions. Total
livestock population in the country in 2012, as per the
census, was over 512 million – the largest in the world
even as there was a decline of 3.3 percent over 2007.
Animal farming in India is largely pursued as a
complementary activity. Livestock is integrated into the
farming activity.
Small farmers and landless agricultural labourers are
increasingly relying on goats and poultry farming for
their cash requirements. Small Ruminants are well
integrated into the farming systems of the small &
marginalized farmers of India who find goats a vast
potential for their socio-economicupliftment. Income
augmentation for farmers especially of smallholders and
landless is the primary contribution of livestock segment
towards farmers economy.Under the CSR initiative of
HDFC bank, Yuva Rural Association implemented the
Non – farm MicroEnterprise project in the five villages
namely Gopegaon, PatodaGangakinara, Niwali in Pathri
block andWalangwadi and AmbegaonDigar of Selu

block of Parbhani district contributed in helping the
landless farmers from 5 villages of Parbhani with Non –
farm Micro Enterprise. Total 50 families were identified
for this project. They were oriented about the project and
trained on management of goats and Chickens, the
health and prevention, vaccination, nutrition and shelter.

One day training sessionwas organized at Nagpur for the
beneficiaries on Goatry and Poultry. For the safety of the
goats and Chickens, the beneficiaries were oriented on
the process of developing night shelter. 5 such
demonstrative night shelters for goats and 5
demonstrative breed farms for chicks were developed in
each of the villages.
To create an ownership among the beneficiaries, they
were asked for the contribution for the intervention. All

the beneficiaries agreed and contributed Rs.1600 for the
Goatry and organization contributed Rs. 24000.
Similarly, for Poultry beneficiaries contributed Rs. 2000
and organization contributed Rs. 3000.All the
beneficiaries are now considering this activity as a new
business initiative where they will benefit from this
project. Each beneficiary will be benefiting Rs. 15000
from the goatry. Especially the women from the families
started taking the initiative in the overall management of

“I

units. The farmers practising poultry gained extra benefit
bythesale of eggs.
Since practisinggoatry and poultry will be the main
source of income, the health of these animals is also
important. The vaccination of all the animals was also
undertaken to prevent them from any diseases. The
Vaccination camps for Goats as well as Chickens were
organized in all the five villages. The continuous
handholding and facilitation will be done by the village
facilitators and field coordinators.

never thought Poultry &Goatry as a
business opportunity”

Shrirang Sakhre (52) lives in Ambegaon Digar of
SeluTaluka, with his wife, son, and daughter- in- law. The
main occupation of this family is farming and working as
farm labor as he owns only one acre of land. He had
studied only till fourth grade thereafter started working as
a farm labor. Illiteracy and poverty are very prominent in
Ambegaon Diger. His son, Suhas looks after the land and
works as a farm labor he grows Jowar and Cotton which
consisted of an estimated cost of Rs.20,000 per acre
annually where he incurred the cost of the seeds,
fertilizers and labour. This was proving to be a major
hardship for his families survival. This always led to
migration and failure in savings.
He was identified by YRA as a marginalized farmer as
who must be considered under the poultry and breed farm
activity and his family used to rear poultry birds long ago.
In the project activity, he got Rs3000 for purchasing
poultry birds and he contributed Rs. 2000 which a little
more than his average monthly income. He bought 10
grown birds out of the sum of 5000 and breeding them
since October 2016. Apart from the purchases he also
received training for vaccination and nutrition of the birds
in order to keep the mortality rates higher for the birds.
Within 6 months period, the birds‟ number got double, all
were laying eggs and the number got multiplied. He
earned money by selling the eggs at Rs, 10 each many
times his family also eats the nutrient rich eggs at home.
“Sometimes we used to have a treat for ourselves”, he
smiles. He also sells the chicken in the market all in all.

“We never look at it in terms of business, we
never do proper timely vaccination and that
result into a loss to the family, I will keep
track on the vaccination cycle of my birds. I
thank YRA and HDFC project that they taught
me one important thing that would affect my
livelihood”.- Shrirang

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
Global estimates published by WHO indicate that about
1 in 3 (35%) women worldwide have experienced either
physical and/or sexual intimate partner violence or nonpartner sexual violence in their lifetime. Women are
targets attheworkplace, on streets, in public areas and at
their own home for violence. The issue is not only
prevalent in urban areas but also in the rural and remote
areas. Gender and Social equity are one of the core
values of YRA and the organization is working for
women empowerment and protection since 2002. YRA
has been running counselling Centre at Bhandara in
collaboration with the Women & Child Development
and the Police Department. This centre has been helping
and supporting women in trouble. Provide immediate
help toawoman in need, counselling, rehabilitation and
making self-sufficient.
This year, the centre has registered 303 cases of violence
against women. The cases were mainly related to

domestic violence, mental and physical torture, family
disputes and husband cheating on his wife. 197 cases
were filed for torturing the women mentally and
physically.
Yuva Rural Association is empowering women of
Parbhani district to take up small saving in order to
support their family in case of emergency or inthelonger
term to makeasaving. 16 Self Help Groups are formed in
the 5 villages of Parbhani district after the YRA
fieldcoordinators explained them the importance of
small savings. The women were guided on the
functioning of the self-help group and how this amount
can help them in starting their own entrepreneur or lend
loan or as a long-term saving method. Following are the
details of the SHGs formed in the Parbhani district. The
figures show that the women have understood the
importance of small savings and its long-term benefits

Classification of cases registered at women cell Sr. No
1
2
3
4

Problem-related classification
Cases related to Nuclear family
Domestic Violence
Physical and mental torture
Other reasons

Total cases handled
34
36
197
36
Total

303

Timely help and Guidance has helped me to lead a meaningful life
Rajashree is 19 years old girl who was married at an early age due to her father‟s financial breakdown. She was happy
in her early married life later which changed to her experience of torture and beating.Rajashree was soon pregnant
which she would change her husbands atrocities and would start to respect and take care of her. But nothing changed
and Rajashree gave birth to a son who was malnourished and underweight. The baby did not survive for long. In this
shock Rajashree left for her father‟s place. Her husband ran with another 17 years old girl who was not traced by
neither Rajashree‟s family, her in - laws nor the police. In this situation, her in -laws and parents supported her and
gave her the confidence for starting a new life. She was encouraged by YRA counseling centre to take tailoring and
stitching classes with her„Stridhan‟ money. Today Rajashree is happy and self-sustainable. Sometimes her neighbors
and locality people bother her but she confidently faces them, by telling them that since she has not done wrong to
anyone, then why she would suffer.

YOUTH EMPOWERMENT
The involvement of young men & women in participatory decision making and development processes as vital to
achieving sustainable human development identifying development challenges and issues facing youth today. India is a
country teeming with youth, with 70% of people below the age of 40 years. While 34% of India‟s Gross National Income
is contributed by the youth; there is a dire need to develop this percentage. The need to empower youth for a better
tomorrow is connected both to the financial elevation as well astheincrement of the standard of living. Awareness is the
key factor for this empowerment, with guidance towards developingthewholesome outlookon life. Youth Empowerment is
pursued by promoting youth rights, youth activism and in community decision making.
Youth empowerment is a process in which the children and young people are encouraged to take charge of their life.
Addressing social issues and problem in the society and be responsible citizens of the country. The rural areas need more
attention where youth can bring about change by taking up challenges and bring in change by education. Yuva Rural
Association works with youth to empower them in the rural areas of Marathwada and Vidarbha.
We empower them by recognizing their great potential for social change. We give more influence to the youth participants
by providing avenues for members to become leaders and take initiative in social change.
Numerous activities and program were conducted throughout the year. The organization has given a platform to the youth
to come forward and make their village as a selfsustainable one.

YOUTH MOTIVATION

YOUTH EXCHANGE

Youth
INTERVENTIONS

YOUTH FORUM
BUILDING

YOUTH LEADERSHIP
BUILDING

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS






„AdivasiYuvSammelan‟ was organised at Akot, Akola on 29 th Jan 2017 with the objective of
bringing the isolated tribal youths into the social activities and sensitising them on Social impact.
The other topics for discussion were Quality education, Employment awareness, information &
opportunities, sports & youth welfare schemes for tribal youth. 28 new youth joined the
movement.
Youth festival was celebrated at Wardha, Nagpur, Akola & Amravati in between March to
December 2016. 436 youth (217 female & 219 males) attended these programs in Vidarbha
region.
594 youth were part of the 14 orientation program conducted in Akola and Nagpur districts.
Social awareness program and youth fairs were also conducted in this period.







683 youth participated in the social awareness program and 463 participants at youth Mela.
Training and capacity building program on communication and marketing was conducted at
Akola in which 109 youth participated.
20 members visited Mahatma Gandhi Institute for Rural Industrialization (MGIRI), Wardha for
exposure.
2 youth representatives participated at in National Multi-Stakeholders Consultation on
Sustainable Development Goals.
Core group learning, review and coordination meetings were organised along with the issue based
workshop through which 594 youths were sensitized.
YRA has been a change agent in my life

During youth awareness rally on social issues, Pramod Ilegwar was motivated to join the process. Pramod
Ilegwar was a very quiet & reserved person by nature. He used to work as peon at Police station. He closely
observed the crimes which his fellow villagerswere committing. He got to know about the youth awareness
program in his village by Yuva Rural Association. He was the last person sitting in the corner of the room
while attending workshop/trainings programs organized by YUVA Rural Association. He was shy, less
confident on expressing his opinion and thoughts during the discussion session. He started attending each
and every program of YRA and realized that heshould start awareness campaign in and around Bhandara
being a responsible citizen. Till now he has conducted 38 programs and motivated 322 youth to become
members of Maharashtra YuvaParishad (MVP). Due to his dedication& work commitment, he was selected
as the President of MYV Bhandara district. He continued his work on several social issues, motivated &
influenced youth from Bhandara, Gondia, Donmanzri, Khapri&Pilgoan. His network grew in all these
villages and soon he represented as President of Nagpur at State level meet of Maharashtra YuvaParishad.
YRA has been the change agent in Pramod‟s life and he is passing the same energy & zeal to rural youth.

An article covered by “Matrubhoomi” newspaper, Akola.

OUR BOARD MEMBERS
Dr. MrunaliniFadnavis- President
Dr Fadnavis has PhD in Economics and has been associated with Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur since 1983 and in 2003
she was appointed as the Principal. She is a renowned economist and associated with National & International forums
and organizations. She is now The Vice- Chancellor of the prestigious Solapur University.
Dr Mrunalini Fadnavis is appointed as the Vice-chancellor of Solapur University.

Ms. SeemantineeKhot- Vice President
Sustainable Development Professional: Equity, livelihoods and Corporate Social Responsibility. Over three decades of
experience in the development sector, 20 years of direct implementation with NGOs, 7 years of Bilateral Aid and UN
assignments and 7 years in CSR and Sustainability Consulting. Completed several professional assignments across all
the continents.

Mr. LaxmikantPadole- Secretary
Mr. Padole is the Director & Head of operations of Neem Foundation Research and Technology development Centre,
Nagpur. He has
developed & implemented several innovative ideas in the development of Neem processing
machineries, Neem products, and awareness among the farming community from the year 2000.

Dr. DeeplaxmiKulkarni -Joint Secretary
Dr. Kulkarni has completed her PH.D. In Human Rights and has 16 years of Research experience. Currently she
is Assistant Professor and HoD of Zoology at Bharatiya Mahavidyalaya, Amravati with rich research
background on Animal Physiology, Entomology and Ecology.

Mr. RaghunathChauvan- Treasurer
Mr Chavan is Commerce graduate and an expert in Credit and Co-operative Societies. He has conducted extensive
studies in the Rural Areas. Handling 12 different cooperative credit societies with A+ grade classification certified by
auditors

Mr. Mohan Surve - Member
Mr. Surve has completed his Masters degree in Social Work from Mumbai. Currently he is the CEO of
VikasSahayogPratishthan (VSP) a network organization working on the issues of poor and deprived sections of the
society in Maharashtra. He has been working in the development sector for the last 20 years.

Dr. John Menachery- Member
Dr. Menachery is the Principal of Matru Sewa Sangh Institute of Social Work, President of Varadaan – Indian Institute
for Promotion of Adoption and Child Welfare, and General Secretary of the Maharashtra Association of Social Work
Educators.He was also the professor and Dean of School of Rural Development of TISS and Director of Tata LAHDC
Development support program. He is a consultant to the Govt. of India for various Governmental Project and Schemes.

GOVERNANCE
YRA follow the practices of good governance and does not provide any sort of honorarium or
remuneration to its Governing Council members and the services provided by them are voluntary. YRA
doesn’t not do payments to the members through Honorarium or as Consultancy butonly provides
actual reimbursements on expenses incurred for travel, lodging and boarding for the board meetings.
There are no direct relationships with members and YRA staffs.
The Governing Council and the General Council meetings are regularly held at the intervals of every
three months in this year. It is specified in the Memorandum of Association-YRA that the quorum to be at
3/5 in the General Council meetings and 2/3 in the General Council meeting of YRA. The minimum
quorum of 50% for Governing Council and 60%for General Council was achieved in all the meetings.
These meetings help in providing YRA with the required inputs and strategic directions for future
interventions.
The Governing Council meetings were conducted on following days;
13th May 2016
25th August 2016

10th December 2016
21stMarch 2017

5
members
attended
the
Governing Council meeting
5 members attended Governing
council meeting and 10 members
attended
General
Council
meeting
6 members Governing Council
Meeting
6members attended Governing
Council meeting

HUMAN RESOURCES
The staff members have mainly located the districts of Nagpur, Buldhana, Washim, Bhandara and
Parbhani to undertake the interventions in these geographical areas. The below list is of the staff members
who were part of YRA family in the year 2016-2017.









Ms.JyotiNagarkar, Chief of Operation
Mr.Mr.Ratheesan.P.V, Sr.Program Coordinator
Mr Abbey Andrews, Fundraising & Communications Manager
Ms.AnkitaLikhitker, Manager Accounts & Finance
Mr.DevrajPatil, Assistant Program Coordinator
Ms.SwatiBhagat, Admin Assistant
Mr.ChandrakantKapse, Accountant Executive
Ms.RupaliChaudhari, Account Assistant





























Ms.MrunalMunishwar, District Coordinator
Ms.SaritaRahangdale, Counselor
Mr.DiwakarDeshmukh, Project Coordinator
Mr.PriyaMersham, Project Coordinator
MrGanesh Gawande, Project Coordinator-PGS Project
Ms.VarshaHatwar, Field Coordinator
Ms.ShilpaAdsad, Field Coordinator
Mr.PankajSautkar, Field Coordinator
Mr.Vasant Ingle, Field Coordinator
Mr.Hrushikesh Dhole, Field Coordinator
Mr.MangeshWankhade, Field Coordinator
Mr.Devanand Ingle, Field Facilitator
Mr.AbhishekhGawande, Field Facilitator
Mr.LaxmichandMurarkar, Field Facilitator
Mr.LakhanDangde, Field Coordinator
MrBhimRaoPatil, Field Coordinator
MrMalsinghGadrya, Field Coordinator
Mr.ParmeshwarSakhare, Village Facilitator
Mr.SiddeshwarAmbat, Village Facilitator
Mr.ShyamJogdand, Village Facilitator
Mr.PavanVirkar, Village Facilitator
Mr.BalajiDudhate , Village Facilitator
MrVasudevChinchane, Village Facilitator
MrShivajiPaul, Village Facilitator
MrVitthalGorkate, Village Facilitator
Mr.SuryakantNaik, Admin Assistant
Mr.SandeshPillare, Driver & Support Staff

OUR DONORS

AWARD AND RECOGNITION
•

Credibility Alliance (CA) adhering to the desirable norms- Good Governance, March, 2014

•

CAF India (Charity Aid Foundation), Delhi for its commendable work in the field of social
development.

•

Help Your Ngo that redefines the relationship between NGOs and Donors.

•

FMSF Delhi did the financial assessment of YRA and graded as a one of the good organizations
having all the policies and systems in place.

•

Enrolled on IICA SAMMAN Project

•

Registered under NEETI Aayog ( NGO DARPAN)

•

Registered under NASSCOM Social Innovation Forum (NSIF).

•

Registered under Project Heena, CSR Engagement & Outreach Platform.

•

Registered under Guide Star, portal for promotion of NGO’s and a platform for fund raising
opportunities for NGOs.

•

Registered under European Aid PADDOR

AUDIT REPORTS

Yuva Rural Associations’ Operational Areas and Outreach
3 Blocks

3 Blocks

1 Block

5Block
s

5 Blocks

2 Blocks
1Block
2Blocks
2 Blocks

9 Districts

24Blocks
2 Regions

YUVA Rural Association
HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS
Plot no. 23, Datir Building
Chikhali Road, New Amar Nagar,
Manewada Ring Road,
Nagpur – 440034

BULDHANA FIELD OFFICE
C/o. SnehaTapare
WadiKhurd, Nandura Road,
JalgaonJamod,
Buldhana - 443001
WASHIM
C/o.Shri.BhagwanNagulkar
DeshmukhWadi,Near Bus Stand,
Kamargao,Washim 444110

PATHRI(PARBHANI) FIELD OFFICE
C/o.Shri.MadhukarKulkarni
Plot No.10, Behind PanchayatSamiti,
InfrontGanpatiTemple,Shivaji Nagar,
Parbhani - 431506

BHANDARA FIELD OFFICE
Bhandara Counseling Centre,
Beside Police Libraray,
Police Head Quartar,
Bhandara - 441904

